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To: authors@cs.ux.edu 

Cool paper! Can you send me your 
system so I can break it? 😀 

Thanks!
Christian
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PhD 
Thesis

Technical 
Report

Conference 
Paper

Reimplement!

type operator = 
     | A
     | B of operand * value * binop
     | C of operand * value * operand * binop
     | D of operand * value * operand * binop
     | E of operand * operand



PhD 
Thesis

Technical 
Report

Conference 
Paper

f: never used! 
g: not defined! 
h: doesn’t type check! 
i: different in TR and paper!

To: authors@cs.ux.edu



PhD 
Thesis

Technical 
Report

Conference 
Paper

3rd

I … have few recollections of the 
work. [It was] like seeing a new 
paper for the first time.



To: PI,DC@cs.ux.edu 

Request under the OPEN 
RECORDS ACT … ALL RESEARCH 
ARTIFACTS …

PI DC



From: legal@cs.ux.edu 

… to the extent such records may 
exist, they will not be produced 
pursuant to ORA. 

§



§

From: legal@cs.ux.edu 

… and no, they don’t exist… 



§

Really?
PhD 
Thesis

§



Pursuant to ORA, I request 
copies of all electronic mail…

§



… a total cost of $2,263.66 to 
search for, retrieve, redact and 
produce such records. 

§



We will also make our data 
and software available to 

the research community       
when appropriate.

Grant application
#: xxxxxxxx



Consequences
By not sharing their artifacts, and by 
(perhaps unintentionally) leaving holes 
in their publications, the authors have 
effectively guaranteed that their claims 
can never be refuted.
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8th Law of Artifact Sharing 
(Pretschner’s Law) 

The probability of getting code out 
of someone is inversely proportional 
to the outrageousness of the claims 
in the paper. 
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Research Artifacts

• Code 
• Data 
• Experiments 
• … 

Verify 
results

Repeatability
Research 
Artifacts}

Build 
upon

Benefaction
New 
Artifacts

Research 
Artifacts

Confirm  
Hypothesis

Reproducibility

New 
Experiment+
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601 Research  
Papers

Authors share their code, and it builds.

Weakly Repeatable 

1. Article?
2. Web?
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Can  
we find it?

Has code?

1. ≤30 mins?
2. >30 mins?
3. Author?

Does it  
“work”?
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The good news … I was  
able to find some code. I am just 
hoping that it … matches the 
implementation we … used for 
the paper.

Versioning



Unfortunately the current 
system is not mature … We 
are actively working on a 
number of extensions … Soon …

Available Soon



[Our] prototype … included many 
moving pieces that only 
[student] knew how to operate … 
he left.

Personnel Issues



[Our] prototype … included many 
moving pieces that only 
[student] knew how to operate … 
he left.

Personnel Issues



… the server in which my 
implementation was  
stored had a disk crash … 
three disks crashed … Sorry for 
that.  

Lost Code



… the server in which my 
implementation was  
stored had a disk crash … 
three disks crashed … Sorry for 
that.  

Lost Code



The code … is … hardly usable 
by anyone other than the 
authors … due to our decision 
to use [obscure variant of 
obscure language]

Design Issues



7th Law of Artifact Sharing 

Unless a project starts with the 
express goal of post-publication 
artifact sharing, getting the right 
code, in a timely fashion, out of 
the project is virtually impossible.



We will not provide the software 
… [because we spent] more time 
getting outsiders up to speed 
than on our own research.

Academic Tradeoffs



… we can't share what did for 
this paper. … this is not in the 
academic tradition, but this is 
a hazard in an industrial lab. 

Industrial Lab Tradeoffs



Obsolete SW/HW

We have no plans to make the 
scheduler's source code 
publicly available … because 
[ancient OS] as such does not 
exist anymore.  



Controlled Usage

Based on bad experiences,  
we don’t want our system used  
in situations that it wasn’t  
meant for. Tell us if you use it  
to publish comparisons with  
other techniques.  



We have an agreement with 
the [business], and we cannot 
release the code because of 
the potential privacy risks …

Privacy/Security



Versioning
Available 

Soon…
Personnel

Academic 
Pressure

Industrial 
Lab Issues

Privacy/ 
Security

Obsolete 
SW/HW

Poor 
Design

Licensing

Fear

Don’t want
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ACM Artifact Curation









FindResearch.org

1.Help the public find artifacts 
2.Motivate researchers to share



FindResearch.org
dblp
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FindResearch.org

Publish Discuss!

Verify 
Information

Find Artifacts 
Emails, Grants

dblp

•120 conferences 
•12,000 articles 
•47,000 unique authors  
•43,000 verification emails sent

•9% of articles are verified  
•6% of articles have shared artifacts



Papers/Year (Dblp)



6th Law of Artifact Sharing 

Even if you built it,  
they still won’t come.



Sharing Proposal 
— #2 —

Checklists
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Does it work?  
(Repeatability)

Why do you 
want my code?
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want my code?



ARTIFACT

How does it compare 
to my work?

Why do you 
want my code?



ARTIFACT

Does it reproduce?

Why do you 
want my code?



ARTIFACT

Share everything

It’s on GitHub!  
I’m done!



ARTIFACT

README Libraries
Libraries

Libraries

Makefile

Sources COQ  
Proof

Data 
Sets

Scripts to run 
Experiments

Share everything



ARTIFACT

Libraries
Libraries

Libraries

Just apt-get it!  
Works for me!

Where’s 
abclib.so?

Ensure longevity: 
include all external code



ARTIFACT

Uhm, 4.2 or 
higher? 

Which gcc 
version???

Document software you 
can’t include

README
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ARTIFACT

Uhm, I think 
this one? 

artifact?

Clearly link paper to 
artifact

Paper
⇔

ARTIFACT 
V1.2

Paper⇒github!



ARTIFACT
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artifact?

Ensure availability: find  
permanent storage



ARTIFACT

Where is 
your 
artifact?

Ensure availability: find  
permanent storage

3% of verified 
papers with shared 
artifacts have 
broken links



ARTIFACT

Can you 
help me?

Use permanent email 
addresses



ARTIFACT

Can you 
help me?

Use permanent email 
addresses

•9% of emails 
bounced  

•many articles 
without any email 
address



5th Law of Artifact Sharing 

To ensure repeatability of your 
results by others, you must 

1.share everything 
2.assume nothing 
3.remain reachable



Tool Support

Sharing Proposal 
— #3 —
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 Paper

VisTrails

Workflow v1.0

Python
R

Input

Plot

Data

tryme



Workflow v1.1

aws.amazon.com

www.vistrails.org

 Paper

VisTrails

Workflow v1.0

Python
R

Input

Plot

Data

tryme



 

ReproZip-Pack

> task1.py
> task2.py

open()
exec()

TRACE 

www.reprozip.org
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> task2.py

open()
exec()
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ReproZip-Pack

> task1.py
> task2.py

open()
exec()

TRACE task.zip

python
libc
task1

python
libc
task1

 

ReproZip-Unpack

> run task1
> run task2

www.reprozip.org
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Computer  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4th Law of Artifact Sharing 

When a  
Computer  
Scientist is first  
made aware of the  
Reproducibility Problem,  
their first thought is 

Oh, I can build a 
tool for that!
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ARTIFACT



Paper 
accepted?

ARTIFACT



Paper 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accepted?

OK!



Paper 
accepted?

ARTIFACT Artifact  
accepted?

OK!

• Voluntary 
• Does not affect 

accept/reject 
• No expectation 

of sharing



}ARTIFACT



}Repeatability

ARTIFACT



}Repeatability

Reproducibility
ARTIFACT



}Repeatability

Reproducibility

Benefaction

ARTIFACT



ISSTA ECOOP OOPSLA PLDI FSE SIGMOD

Accepted Artifacts / Accepted Papers (%)



# Conferences with AE



Publication Venues (Dblp)



Punishing Bad Behavior  

Sharing Proposal 
— #5 —



We will make our data and 
software available.

Grant application
#: xxxxxxxx



Are you sharing like you promised 
in the grant application?

Random Audit!



Title 

…………… 
…………… 
…………… 
…………… 
…………… 
…………… 

…………… 
…………… 
…………… 
…….……. 
…….……. 
…….……. 
Copyright 
…………… 

Sharing 
…………… 

What level of sharing are you 
committing to?

Sharing Contract!



Author

Sharing  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• License: …  
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• Where: …  
• Support: …
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Reviewer

Accept/  
Reject?
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Author

Sharing  
Contract

• License: …  
• Artifacts: source 

code, data, … 
• Where: …  
• Support: …

Reader

You  
promised!
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Sharing Proposal 
— #6 —

SharingMandated



ARTIFACT



Artifacts  
submitted with 

paper?
ARTIFACT



Artifacts  
submitted with 

paper?
ARTIFACT

Artifacts  
permit  

replication?

Yes



Artifacts  
submitted with 

paper?
ARTIFACT

Review paper

Artifacts  
permit  

replication?

Yes



Scientist



Scientist
Computer 
Scientist

01
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•Statistics, data processing, visualization 
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•Intellectual property, research ethics



CS Research Methods Courses?

•Reading, writing, presenting, reviewing papers 
•Experimental design 
•Statistics, data processing, visualization 
•Proposal writing, career issues 
•Intellectual property, research ethics

Reproducibility???



Keeping a complete and accurate 
record of experimental methods and 
data … could someone else, … use 
your notebook to repeat your work, 
and obtain the same results?



 teach grad students about reproducibility 

 share artifacts at the time of submission 

 add a reproducibility statement to papers

http://lorenabarba.com/gallery/reproducibility-pi-manifesto/

Reproducibility PI Manifesto 

I pledge to Lorena Barba



The dissertation proposal should 
state if and how they will provide 
access to code and data to support  
reproducibility.



Sharing Proposal 
— #8 —
All I Really Need  

to Know I Learned in



Why do we care about 
reproducibility and repeatability?  
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Why do we care about 
reproducibility and repeatability?  



B

Dear B, I read your nice  
paper, thanks for sharing the 
code! However, I’m unable 
to reproduce your results.  
            Sincerely, 
                   A  

A



Dear A, thank you for pointing 
out our errors! 

              Best wishes, 
                     B

BA



Dear A, thank you for pointing 
out our errors! 

              Best wishes, 
                     B

BA



https://cacm.acm.org/blogs/blog-cacm/134743-yes-computer-
scientists-are-hypercritical/fulltext



https://cacm.acm.org/blogs/blog-cacm/134743-yes-computer-
scientists-are-hypercritical/fulltext



DBMS Research First 50 Years, Next 50 Years 
Jeffrey F. Naughton 

•SIGMOD 2010 
•350 submissions 
•Number of papers 
with all reviews 
“accept” or higher:  
           

Anonymous  
Reviewer

72

1



https://cacm.acm.org/blogs/blog-cacm/123611-the-nastiness-
problem-in-computer-science/fulltext



https://cacm.acm.org/blogs/blog-cacm/123611-the-nastiness-
problem-in-computer-science/fulltext

Are we malevolent grumps?  

… we damage everyone’s chances 
by badmouthing colleagues with 
approaches other than ours. 
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Hate Us on Facebook!



Hate Us on Facebook!
Your site is 

violating IRB 
guidelines — take 

it down!



Hate Us on Facebook!
Your study  

stinks! Why didn’t  
you just…



Hate Us on Facebook!
Your students 
made rookie 

mistakes!



Hate Us on Facebook!

My code builds!



Hate Us on Facebook!
Fine 

it doesn’t build, 
but why didn’t you 

email me???



Turnabout is Fair Play!

http://cs.brown.edu/~sk/Memos/Examining-Reproducibility/



Please let us know if there's 
anything we can do in support of 
your efforts to examine our 
paper!  We think your effort is 
terrific! 
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Please let us know if there's 
anything we can do in support of 
your efforts to examine our 
paper!  We think your effort is 
terrific! 



Please let us know if there's 
anything we can do in support of 
your efforts to examine our 
paper!  We think your effort is 
terrific! 



https://twitter.com/ShriramKMurthi/status/863462366226370561

They did *crap* work, would not 
admit to when caught out and even 
pretended it hadn’t happened.



https://www.facebook.com/jvitekjr/posts/10155809013435351

…these researchers have done a 
disservice to science by publishing a 
study they knew to be horse manure, 
and then piling more bull crap on it 
when caught … they are simply trying 
to build a reputation off a problem 
they don't really care to solve …



To the University of Arizona 
Institutional Review Board:  

Revoke their IRB permission! 



1.Their deception study was bad 
— I don’t trust them!



1.Their deception study was bad 
— I don’t trust them!

2.They’re violating my privacy!

The authors  
•have  
•have not 

verified 
  



1.Their deception study was bad 
— I don’t trust them!

2.They’re violating my privacy!
3.They’re spying on my computer!

The authors  
•have  
•have not 

verified 
  



3rd Law of Artifact Sharing 

Without a culture of respectful 
academic interchange, where 
failure is seen as an accepted part 
of the progression of science, 
sharing will not become default 
behavior. 



Risks vs. Rewards
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Find artifacts…

9.4% of articles are 
verified 
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Publish



FindResearch.org

Find artifacts…

Verify

Publish

10.2% of articles are 
verified with  
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Rewards Risks
Credibility: Colleagues 
may find  bugs and think 
your results are wrong. 

Return-on-investment: 
Colleagues may ignore 
your code in spite of your  
efforts to share it. 

Credibility: Colleagues 
may trust your work more 
when they can try it.

Visibility: Colleagues  may 
notice your work when they 
can build on the code.

Correctness: Colleagues 
may help you find and 
correct problems. 

Collaboration: 
Colleagues may want to 
help you extend your 
system.  



2nd Law of Artifact Sharing 

The root of the scientific 
transparency problem is sociological, 
not technological: we do not share 
solid artifacts because there is little 
professional glory to be gained from 
doing so.



Can you believe, back in the 
21st century, scientists would 
make up excuses why they 
shouldn’t have to share their 
research artifacts!



1st Law of Artifact Sharing 
(Corollary to Max Planck’s Quip) 

Scientific transparency advances 
one funeral at a time.



1.Propose a Research Methods 
course! 

2.Help us populate FindResearch.org! 
3.Prepare to share, use checklists! 
4.Insist on Sharing Contracts!



Thank you!




